Classroom Management Plan
Mrs. Bagley- Second Grade

Classroom Rules:
Be Safe
Be Responsible
Be Respectful

We have a “How’s My Behavior” chart with colored cards to help students track their behavior throughout the day.

- A **green** card means “You’re doing great!”
- A **yellow** card means “Warning, a change is needed.”
- An **orange** card means “You need to go to Think Time” or loss of a privilege.
- A **red** card means a note, email, or phone call will go out to parents.

**Subsequent poor behavior choices may indicate a need to go to the office and speak with the principal.**

Rewards:

1. **Tiger Tickets**- Students can **individually** earn tickets for following class rules and procedures. They are put into a drawing for prizes at the end of the week.

2. **Group Stars**- Students earn stars as a **small group** in the classroom for working together to follow class rules and procedures. The first group to receive ten stars earns a group party or reward.

3. **Marbles out of the Jar**- Marbles are taken out of a jar when the whole **class** is following rules and procedures. When all the marbles are gone, the **class** will receive a reward or party.
Consequences:

1. **Warning** - A student will be reminded of the appropriate procedure or behavior.
2. **Think Time** - The student will have time to reflect and write down behaviors and what to do differently next time.
3. **Parent Notification** - The student and/or the teacher will contact parents about behavior choices
4. **Principal** - The student will be sent to the office to meet with the principal. Parents or guardians will be contacted.

** Some infractions are cause for automatic administrator involvement. (Example: physical fighting)

After you have reviewed the classroom management plan with your child, please sign below.
Detach the bottom portion and return it to school. 😊

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I have received a copy of the Second grade Classroom Management Plan and have reviewed it with my child.

___________________________  ______________________
Parent Signature                Student Signature

___________
Date